2020 YEAR IN REVIEW

A LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
I have had the opportunity to travel to a number of countries in Africa and Latin

In our existing production countries, we broadened our footprint

America since I assumed leadership of BEB. I have witnessed the passion of

geographically and functionally.

government officials working tirelessly to improve the lives of their vulnerable
children and the selfless heroism of caregivers working on behalf of these
children living in institutions. I have also seen the deprivation in the eyes of

Today, over 17,000 children have been registered using the CFS
Profile Module.

these children, a kind of despair that can transform into hope as they realize

Several new partnerships were formalized, most notably a multi-year

their dreams of a family. Their faces stay with me when I return home. This is

agreement with the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights of

why I do what I do, and this is why BEB does the work we do.

the Organization of American States. We anticipate this partnership will

It is a privilege for BEB to play a critical role in the realization of the dreams

expand BEB’s reach throughout Latin America.

of vulnerable children. Our Children First Software application lays the

Through the provision of CFS, BEB empowers governments to more

foundation for a child to have a digital identity, so that he or she does not get

effectively confront the challenges around their orphan and vulnerable

lost in the system, but instead is set on the path to a permanent, loving family.

children populations. Partnering with governments is a cornerstone of our

I imagine just about everyone is pleased to put 2020 in the rear-view mirror.
And yet for BEB, it was a year of remarkable accomplishments.
Every day, our software development team worked to enhance CFS.
New modules were added, a mobile app was created, and reporting
capabilities were elevated.

success.
Just as important is our partnership with you, who support BEB’s mission
with your generosity, your encouragement, and your friendship. Working
together, we can change the world one country at a time as we invest in every
country’s most precious treasure – their children.

Implementation expanded to six countries, with more on the horizon.

Mark Schwartz, President

In many countries, conditions in
institutions and orphanages are
quite poor. Children are crowded and
confined to cots. They lack adequate
nutrition

and

stimulation,

as

well

as the means to establish healthy
attachments

to

loving

caretakers.

The only sustainable source of these
elements, which are so critical for child
development,

comes

from

family-

based care. BEB believes that children
should not be placed in institutions

MILLIONS OF
CHILDREN LIVE
IN PAIN AND
LONELINESS
Without a digital identity, institutionalized children
face a bleak future. Millions of children around
the world live as orphans needlessly. They
languish for years in environments that pose a

unnecessarily, and that all efforts should

great risk to their social, emotional and cognitive

be made to enable children to return to

development. The primary reason: countries

the care of their parents or close family

lack the digital infrastructure designed to create

members. When that cannot happen,
BEB believes a loving environment can
be found through adoption. This belief
motivates the mission: to transform
global child welfare through technology
and collaboration.

visibility into who these children are, where they
come from and how they might be moved to a
better future.

WHO IS BEB?
BEB is a global nonprofit that leverages a one-of-a-kind technology platform to help children living as
orphans unite with loving families, halting the damaging affects of institutions.

BEB IS BRIDGING THE
TECHNOLOGY GAP
BEB works to bring an end to the
systemic challenges that keep children
languishing in institutions, ensuring every
child the chance to grow and flourish
in a loving family.

BEB’s solution is
Children First Software (CFS),
built as an empowerment tool
for governments and
their children.

PROTECTING CHILDREN

A SOLUTION TO HELP FIX THE GLOBAL CHILD
WELFARE SYSTEM, ONCE AND FOR ALL
Designed to transform the child welfare system and permanently change the way we see vulnerable
children, Children First Software (CFS) is the only technology platform of its kind. CFS works to create
digital profiles of children living in institutions and orphanages around the world — activating the first of a
five-phase process that follows the principles of the Hague Convention. With access to the child’s family
history, demographics and health records, social workers can better advocate for the child and begin the
journey to place them in loving families. Scalable and configurable to each country’s unique needs, CFS
empowers those working on behalf of children to see and control a process that was previously absent and

CFS establishes an audit trail of work for
each child’s complete digital case, providing
visibility into the child welfare system. This
detail reduces inefficiencies in placing a
child into a family and spotlights corruption
that is causing harm to the specific child and
overall process.
A SOLUTION FOR ALL
INSTITUTIONALIZED CHILDREN
In addition to terminating the cycle of
deprivation for an institution’s current

left them to languish for years in destitution.

ON E C FS IM PL E ME NTATIO N CAN U NI T E T HOUSAND S
O F CHI LDREN WI T H FA MI LI ES .

children, CFS helps to shorten the length of
stay for future children, delivering positive
systemic change in child welfare — one
country at a time.

EXP O S IN G IMMEDIATE
A ND URG ENT N EEDS
CFS flags urgent health conditions as well
as children’s cases that have been stagnant
and need attention, ultimately moving
children more quickly through the system.
O N E PL ATFO RM TO HELP
MILLIONS OF CHILDREN
Rather than help one child, CFS assists a
country’s entire population of institutionalized
children find families. That means with every
implementation, potentially thousands of
vulnerable children get the chance to exit
institutions into the loving arms of a family.

ST R E N GT H E N I N G
COU N T R I E S
BEB contracts directly with central authorities, enabling them
to do what is in the best interest of each child while driving
transparency and accountability. Because CFS leads to fewer
children aging out, ill-equipped to care for themselves, it also
benefits society as a whole.

$106,000
supports the implementation
of CFS in Guatamela, giving over
4,000 children digital identities that
lead to finding families.

4,000
CH I L DR E N I N
CN A HO M E S

$23
G UAT EMAL A
Our most recent country partner, Guatemala holds the record for percentage of homes signed on to
CFS in the first 6 months. In collaboration with Orphan Outreach, BEB and el Consejo Nacional de
Adopcion are on the way to register 100% of children in CNA-licensed homes in 2021.

helps register a child and put
them on the path to a family

3,303
C H I L DR EN IN
I N STIT UT IONS

3,303
R E G I S T E R E D AT
E O Y 2 0 2 0
(100% CHILDREN REGISTERED)

104
H O M E S
(

U S I N G
2 0 %)

C F S

D OM IN I CA N R E PUB L I C
An early adopter of CFS, the Dominican Republic has registered all institutionalized children in CFS.
The government expresses that adoptions have tripled since using the software and are motivated to
increase efficiencies and move more children to families.

12,000
CHILDREN IN
LICENSED INSTITUTIONS

3,000
R E G I S T E R E D AT
E O Y 2 0 2 0

49
U G A NDA
Winner of the 2020 Global Child Protector Award, Uganda has used CFS to solve the issue of
a formerly unknown number of vulnerable children. Now aware of the scale of the problem,
they are working hard to change the system and are training new homes and users weekly.

H O M E S
(

U S I N G
3 5 % )

C F S

8,000
C H I L DR EN IN
I N STIT UT IONS

3,350
R E G I S T E R E D AT
E O Y 2 0 2 0

108
H O M E S
(

U S I N G
6 1 %)

C F S

HONDURAS
Persevering amidst harsh pandemic conditions and restrictions as well as two hurricanes,
Honduras maintained steady progress in 2020 and continued to train users through GoTo Meeting.
The government embraced virtual tools so that CFS implementation could succeed for their children.

2020 EXPENSES & REVENUE

2020 Expenses

Kershaw’s Challenge exists to encourage

2020 Revenue

people to use whatever God-given passion or
talent they have to make a difference and give

Administration
23%

Software
Development
39%

back to people in need. Their goal is to partner

NTGD*
16.71%

Fundraising
20%

with organizations that are committed to this
as well and work alongside them on specific

Software
Implementation
31%

Individuals
64.29%

Foundations
19%

projects to make life better for children.
Kershaw’s Challenge is honored to serve as the
“Family Forever Sponsor” for the Dominican
Republic, funding the Children First Software
implementation and support development in
the DR. In 2020, KC funds helped to support
development of the Monitoring Module to

$1,409,413

ensure every family placement is in the best
*North Texas Giving Day

interest of the child.

THE POWER OF PARTNERSHIP
BEB is proud to partner with Tyler Technologies, a leader in software
BEB and the Inter-American Commission on
Human Rights signed a three-year Cooperation
Agreement on October 9, 2020. A principal,
autonomous body of the Organization of
American States, the IACHR promotes respect

development for the public sector. Founded in 1966, Tyler Technologies’
solutions power nearly half the courts and justice systems in the U.S. The
company’s domain expertise and commitment to problem solving led to the creating of Children First Software (CFS),
BEB’s core solution for enabling transparency of and accountability for institutionalized children across the globe.

for human rights, specifically in this instance,

Today Tyler Tecnologies continues to provide technical leadership, time and resources focused on ensuring CFS

the right of all children to have a family. This

remains state-of-the-art and its data secure using the same protocols as it does for U.S.

agreement represents a breakthrough for BEB.

governments. With decades of experience implementing systems that have changed

The opportunity to consider partnering with
BEB and the IACHR in the implementation
of Children First Software has now been
communicated by OAS leadership to every
Latin America country.

the way governments operate, Tyler Technologies is helping BEB change child
welfare for the better.

THANK YOU TO OUR
GENEROUS DONORS

VISION &
INVESTMENT

Thanks to donations made by people like you, BEB has already enabled countries to register over
15,000 children living in institutions. While we work to ensure those children continue on a path to
finding families, we also seek to expand CFS in to new countries.
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world’s children and belief that together
we can fix the global child welfare system
once and for all continues to motivate this
work. Thank you, Craig, for your constant
encouragement that BEB can do more for
children so that every one of them knows
the love of a family.

GLOBAL CHILD
PROTECTOR
AWARD

THE POWER OF A (RE)BRAND
Congratulations to the Ministry of Gender,
Labor, and Social Development of the
Government of Uganda, the winner of
the 2020 Global Child Protector Award,
presented by BEB’s founder, Craig Juntunen.
Uganda is “boldly defining new solutions
which provide a better reality, propelling
them forward as a child welfare leader for the
future.” This team is creating an intentional
miracle right before our very eyes. They are
giving kids what they want and need most: a
chance to actualize their own potential.”

In 2020 Both Ends Believing rebranded as BEB — with a new logo and colors that reinforce the
organization as one stakeholders can trust. A brand is a personality and a promise. It is our character and
commitment. This new identity reflects our objectives and values, and represents how we communicate
our brand to the world. It reinforces reasons to believe and helps create an emotional connection to the
children we serve.
Three elements come together to symbolize a family unit or child advocates supporting a child —
the forward-facing element with a smile. These elements represent map pins, indicating identity and
location. Layers of color reinforce collaboration and unity while the icon, when layered together, provides
a visual of a heart.
The new logo is a reflection of BEB’s work — a labor of love. It inspires joy, hope, and happiness.
Great brands have great stories and BEB’s identity is an extension of our story as well as a catalyst
for meaningful conversations regarding this critical work for at-risk children around the world.

We can’t help but think about how this
global pandemic has impacted these
children. They have already spent months
or years waiting in a children’s home:
waiting for investigations to happen,
documents to be signed, families to
be approved, and the legal system to
make decisions. The wait grew longer

PANDE M IC

as governments gave lockdown orders,

Over the last year, COVID-19 has ushered in a new reality for how business is conducted around the

face contact was strongly discouraged

world, including how child welfare institutions can continue critical functions of caring for the most

or banned.

PR O G R E S S
T H R O U G H TH E

vulnerable children.

movement was limited and face to

What is it like to be a child living in institutional care right now? Despite the
pandemic, life goes on. Days, weeks and months have passed. For children

REFLECTING ON BEB’S

PROGRESS

living outside of family care, a meaningful percentage of their lifetime has
been spent in a children’s home at a time where contact with outsiders
should be limited, hugs should not be given, and food and medicine might
be in short supply. Now, more than ever, it is imperative that we do what we
can to ensure that each child can find the safety and security of a family
dedicated to loving them as an individual and protecting them during times
of uncertainty such as this.
The role of technology is critical in this endeavor, as we begin to define
what the “new normal” looks like, creating a society with limited physical
interaction and movement to carry on the business that needs to be done:
working the children’s cases so they can be returned to a family. The
pandemic has highlighted the need for governments to have a centralized
system that collects accurate digital records. With Children First Software
(CFS), the government child welfare institution can continue their work
remotely in a safe and secure way, collaborating with colleagues and NGOs
across the country.

While the world “shut down” for
much of 2020 and many mourned
the loss of lives and livelihoods,
BEB is grateful that this work for
institutionalized children continued
to press on. The pause in travel
allowed the team time to reflect on
this mission and how it is expressed
through brand and message. Workfrom-home environments still led
BEB to onboard new members and
train partners. And the constant
updates to CFS never ceased. The
team looks ahead and looks forward
to times of reuniting face to face
with colleagues and friends fighting
for children.

BEB
TEAM

BEB LEADERSHIP
Mark Schwartz
President

Lisa Frazier
Product Director

Frank Garrott
Vice President, Strategic Partners

Will Sanchez
Implementation Director

Margaret Elizabeth McKissack
Vice President, External Affairs

BEB exists for the world’s children and
is propelled forward by the passion
of our people – staff, leadership and
board – as well as by you, our donors
and partners.
Our team consists of 25 men and
women from around the world who
work daily to enhance our software and
train our partners to maximize its use
for children. Every person is playing a

BEB BOARD

critical role.

Craig Juntunen, Founder

Bob Hefner

Harrison Oellrich

Bruce Graham, Chair

Dana Johnson

Albert Reyes

Marcia Johnson

Brack Bryant

Bobby Shackouls

Eric Cullison

Luke Morrow

8

BEB added 8 new staff in
the Dominican Republic,
Guatemala, Hounduras,
and Uganda.

JOIN OUR
COMMUNITY
BEB was founded on the shoulders
of hundreds of child advocates across
the world who sought a better way
to support institutionalized children.
Empowered by exceptional software
engineers who helped develop CFS,
BEB’s existence is an example of
what can happen when we put
our minds together to solve the
seemingly unsolvable. BEB continues
to seek partnerships with corporations,
individuals

and

organizations

improve and advance our mission.

LEARN MORE AT
BEBGLOBAL.ORG

to

PARTING THOUGHTS
We know what will produce the best outcome for a child. We all agree every child deserves a family. We also believe that moving vulnerable
children out of institutions and into families requires a system of reliable data and information. In six years, we have formed one common
thought and created a tool to make our collective vision a reality. What we have done since Harvard has been productive and impressive. Now
we must ask... how can we accelerate the pace of change and create a better future, faster. — Craig Juntunen
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